
Southern Teachers is assisting Girls Preparatory School 
with its search for its first Assistant Head for Enrollment and 
Strategy. Reporting to the Head of School and serving on the 
administrative team, the Assistant Head will strategically 
lead recruitment through pipeline building and admission 
and retention through community building programs.  To this 
end, The Assistant Head will oversee the admissions office, 
summer programs, the Cadek Conservatory of Music, and 
parent council.  The Assistant Head will join a welcoming and 
rigorous community poised to assume a leadership role in the 
national and global conversations about girls’ education and 
women’s leadership development for the civic and economic 
sectors.

Girls Preparatory School inspires each 
girl to lead a life of integrity and purpose 
by engaging her mind, cultivating her 
strengths, and nurturing her self-
confidence and respect for others.

Founded to provide girls with the necessary courses to 
pursue a college education, Girls Preparatory School (GPS) 
has proudly graduated almost 6000 young women since 
1906. Currently, 131 faculty and staff serve about 600 girls 
in grades 6-12 with a college preparatory curriculum that 

includes a full complement of humanities, arts, and STEM 
courses as well as co-curricular programs of leadership 
development, athletics, performing arts, and community 
engagement. GPS is situated on a high bluff across the river 
from beautiful downtown Chattanooga.

The greatest product of a GPS education is a girl who knows 
her worth.  It is a school that balances the traditional and the 
contemporary.  GPS offers the best in academic preparation 
and leadership learning.  Its curriculum allows students to 
explore broad interests and pursue them deeply.  For the 
Assistant Head, GPS has much to sell.  The Assistant Head 
will be or become an expert on girls education, will enjoy 
collaboration with a broad range of stakeholders, and will 
balance persistence and drive with personal warmth and 
relationship building.

Girls Preparatory School has selected Southern Teachers to 
lead the search for their next Assistant Head for Enrollment 
and Strategy. For application instructions, please see the 
last page of this profile.  

The Opportunity 

To Apply 

Girls Preparatory School is an 
independent, nonsectarian day school 
serving approximately 600 girls in 
grades six through twelve.
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One of the central goals of its most recent strategic 
plan states “GPS will cultivate our talent and resources 
to ensure the continued success of the institution, its 
students, graduates, faculty and staff.”  Though there are 
many elements of this larger goal, the Assistant Head for 
Enrollment and Strategy will drive initiatives outlined in the 
current strategic plan that will serve both enrollment and the 
overall fulfillment of GPS’s mission.  Building on its storied 
history and deep well of human and capital resources, the 
Assistant Head for Enrollment and Strategy will work to 
achieve the following objectives:

Position Girls Preparatory School as the preferred school 
for girls in Chattanooga

Though enrollment has been steady, GPS believes in its 
mission and programs and therefore wants to expand its 
funnel, improve its yield, and maximize its market share.  
Chattanooga is a growing market, which provides opportunity 
but also means new strategies are necessary.

Maintain personal touch while improving use of data to 
dictate strategy and tactics

GPS has long succeeded because of its high-touch, engaged 
process.  Using Admission Pro, GPS is gathering better data 
and acting on it to find the right audiences and target them 
effectively.  The Assistant Head for Enrollment and Strategy 
will ensure that GPS continues to strike the balance between 
using cutting edge analytics and a bespoke experience that 
treats each family as individuals.

Work with Director of Marketing to create a comprehensive 
marketing strategy  

Anecdotally and through research, GPS knows that more and 
more often girls rather than their parents make the decision 
about which school to attend.  The next Assistant Head for 
Enrollment and Strategy will develop marketing efforts that 
are directed specifically to girls while ensuring their parents 
hear the messaging they expect regarding academic and 
character preparation.

Mobilize school staff and parent volunteers as brand 
ambassadors

The development of a Parent Ambassador Program as an 
extension of the Admission Office has tremendous potential 
for GPS.  An energized, well trained volunteer force can do 
more to shape the word of mouth marketing that exists in the 
community than any billboard or magazine ad.  GPS parents, 
positioned well and provided the right information, could have 
a huge impact on the school’s position in the market.  

Provide leadership to the staff  

One of the great assets the Assistant Head for Enrollment 
and Strategy will inherit is a talented, invested team 
of professionals.  This team is hungry for professional 
development and growth.  They want a leader who provides 
clear goals, a sense of the big picture, and the opportunity to 
try new things.

Performance Objectives

Girls Preparatory School  adopted its current five-year strategic 
plan in 2017.  The overall commitment of the plan is to ensure that 
everything—teaching methods, programs, culture, and priorities—
begins and ends with what is best for girls.  Strategic priorities fall 
under three main headers--looking in, reaching, out and lifting up.  
Looking in refers to priorities in curriculum, programs, and facilities.  
Reaching out refers to forming strategic partnerships to both share 
knowledge and build capacity to serve girls.  Lifting up refers to 
cultivating talent and resources to ensure the continued success of 
the institution.  It is an ambitious, upbeat, and exciting plan that the 
Assistant Head will play a part in executing.

Strategic Plan
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As the school implements a newly launched strategic plan, 
Reaching Our Highest Potential, the Assistant Head for 
Enrollment and Strategy will report to the Head of School and 
serve as a member of the leadership team.  The Assistant 
Head is responsible for all recruitment and retention efforts of 
the school including the admissions office, summer programs, 
the Cadek Conservatory of Music, and Parent Council.

There is a uniquely collaborative relationship with the 
Marketing and Communications Department that must be 
strategically leveraged to build a pipeline for admission.  
Additionally, the Assistant Head leads the Enrollment 
Management Team, comprised of various student-facing 
school leaders, to maintain its historically low attrition. Lastly, 
the Assistant Head must be a thought partner with the Head 
of School on strategy related to admission, marketing, and 
enrollment.

 Major Responsibilities:
•  Formulate and execute forward-thinking, strategic 

admission and enrollment policies and practices that will 
attract and engage mission-appropriate families whose 
girls will benefit from the School’s unique culture and 
program

• Achieve the enrollment goals set in partnership with the 
Board of Trustees and Head of School

• In partnership with the Head of School, Divisional Offices, 
and Development Office, support a parent volunteer 
program that creates positive community with parents, 
faculty, and staff

• In collaboration with the Marketing and Communications 
Department, develop and implement a strategic 
recruitment, marketing, and communication plan to reach 
targeted audiences

• Work closely with the School’s business office to 
coordinate reenrollment

• Through active supervision of the Director of Financial 
Aid, oversee all aspects of financial assistance 
scholarship and remission programs, to include 
policy drafting and implementation, determining and 
recommending award amounts, and working with 
individual families to review and understand individual 
financial circumstances

• Manage, maintain, and administer all aspects of the 
school’s SEVIS certification, including issuing I-20 Visas 
for international students

• Be sensitive to economic, cultural, and other matters 
present in the enrollment of a diverse student body

• Analyze data and identify trends that impact enrollment 
outcomes and provide meaningful reporting to the Head 
of School and Board of Trustees to inform decision-
making

• Communicate clearly and enthusiastically to all staff and 
prospective students and their families

• Develop and engage in strategic partnerships designed 
to increase enrollment and visibility throughout the 
Chattanooga region and beyond

• Actively seek ongoing professional development through 
a well-established professional learning network and 
support other admission staff in the same pursuit

• Enthusiastically serve as a member of the senior 
administrative team that leads and supportsschool-wide 
initiatives, policies, and procedures

• Adhere to the NAIS Principles of Good Practice for 
Admission 

The Position
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• Life and work that embrace the school’s stated values: 
honor, respect, curiosity, individuality, and relationships

• 7-10 years of admission experience in a college or 
independent school setting

• Bachelor’s degree, preferably in marketing, 
communications, or education; an advanced degree is 
strongly preferred

• 3-5 years of leading and managing a diverse community 
of professionals through relationships based upon mutual 
respect, trust, and empathy

• Personal and professional conduct that represents a 
positive role model for girls

• Proven ability to balance multiple priorities in a complex 
environment while maintaining professionalism and a 
sense of humor

• Advanced knowledge of diversity and inclusion best 
practices that supports enrolling a diverse student body

• Experience as a teacher, student, parent, and/or 
administrator in an independent school

• Proven commitment to single-gender education as 
evidenced by involvement in a girls’ school, co-curricular 
programming, or volunteer efforts

• Experience working with a database management system 
(e.g., Blackbaud), Microsoft Office and Google Drive

• Expert verbal and written communication skills that 
demonstrate warmth, empathy, humor, and love for girls, 
their parents, and their teachers

• Strong professional social media presence

• Fluency in a second language a plus
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Qualities and Traits

The School

The year Girls Preparatory School 
was founded, Teddy Roosevelt was in 
the White House, women were over a 
decade away from having the right to 
vote, and young women in Chattanooga 
were denied the courses they needed to 
qualify for college entrance.  Three local 
female public school teachers founded 
Girls Preparatory School in 1906 with 
the idea that the girls in their city 
deserved the opportunity to do more.  

In the 113 years since its founding, GPS has sent thousands 
of young Chattanoogan women to college prepared to have 
success in life.  It has continually innovated its academic, 
artistic, and athletic offerings while never losing sight of its 
founding principles.  GPS is grounded by its history, but never 
limited by it.  
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The School (Continued)

Academics
The GPS educational program is characterized by academic 
excellence and promotes the values of a strong work ethic, 
critical thinking, effective communication skills, and a lifelong 
love of learning.  

Approximately 90% of middle school students at GPS begin 
in 6th grade, drawing students from as many as 40 different 
elementary schools.  In the Middle School, the focus is 
on learning responsibility, good study habits, and time-
management so that students are well-prepared for the 
expectations of Upper School.  Traditional and project-based 
learning opportunities enable students to develop skills and 
build on their content knowledge.  Every girl can learn and 
grow in a caring environment that strengthens her self-image 
and nurtures her love of learning. 

Though most of GPS's student body begins in 6th grade, 
approximately 20% of upper school students start at GPS 
in 9th grade or above.  Students describe a welcoming 
atmosphere that quickly embraces them.  Upper School 
students pursue a challenging academic program that 
prepares them for success in college.  The GPS curriculum 
is designed to create students who are critical thinkers, 
articulate speakers and writers, empathetic collaborators, 
and resilient problem-solvers.   The curriculum includes 24 
AP courses and 17 Honors classes.  A Winterim program 
provides students the opportunity to learn beyond the walls of 
the school.

GPS girls refine critical thinking and problem-solving skills 
through extensive STEM offerings such as engineering 
design, marine science, and finite mathematics.  The 
school hosts working engineers on campus, enhancing the 
student-driven, inquiry-based learning experience.  Serious 
about providing students all the tools they need to discover, 
learn, and innovate, GPS has been a 1:1 device school since 
1998.  Approximately one-third of GPS graduates go on to a 
profession in a STEM field.

In 2014, GPS began Mad, Bad & Dangerous (MBD), a 
conference to empower women and girl entrepreneurs in 
the greater Chattanooga area. The conference validates the 
female voice in technology, startups, and businesses and 
equips women of all ages with the information and resources 
they need to become successful business and social 

entrepreneurs.  Since its founding, MBD has shifted its focus 
to sparking the entrepreneurial spirit of girls throughout the 
region. 

Fine and Performing Arts
The primary purpose of the GPS Fine & Performing Arts 
department is to implement a curriculum that contributes to 
the development of aesthetic values and that challenges the 
intellectual, creative, and expressive powers of each student.

One semester of a fine art is required for graduation.  Most 
students take far more, and the curriculum, which offers 35 
different arts courses, provides plenty of options.  Some of 
the many creative opportunities include Terpsichord, an elite 
contemporary dance ensemble; the GPS Singers; the GPS 
Orchestra; full-scale Broadway musicals in coordination with 
GPS’s brother school; and course offerings in graphic design, 
ceramics, and filmmaking.

Founded: 1906
Grades: 6-12
Total Enrollment: 589
MS Enrollment (6-8): 241
US Enrollment (9-12): 348
Diversity: 14%
Students Receiving Aid: 40%
Total Aid: $2,964,308
Total Employees: 133
Female Faculty: 75%
Male Faculty: 25%
Average MS Class Size: 15
Average US Class Size: 14
Average Faculty Tenure: 10 yrs
Faculty with Postgrad Degrees: 71
Highest Tuition: $25,350
Annual Budget: $15,000,000
Endowment: $32,000,000
Annual Fund: $1,100,000
Mean SAT: 1270
Mean ACT: 27
Accreditations: SAIS/SACS
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The School (Continued)

Athletics
In addition to academic opportunities and building confidence 
as public speakers, GPS's founders wanted students to 
participate in athletic endeavors.   GPS offers an athletic 
program to girls where girls are the focus.  The program 
offers 15 varsity sports and approximately 70% of students 
participate in at least one varsity sport.  Since 2006, GPS 
teams have won 17 state championships and received the 
BlueCross Championship for athletic program excellence 
three times. In the class of 2018, 11 graduates signed to 
compete at the college level.  

Whether a girl is interested in participating in organized sports 
or not, the school’s SHAPE (Starting Habits to Attain Physical 
Excellence) program prepares students to develop and 
practice healthy heart habits through a sequenced program of 
fitness, nutrition, wellness, and play. Students are encouraged 
to develop positive attitudes toward the importance of regular 
physical activity and proper nutrition as essential elements of 
their overall physical, mental, and emotional wellness. 

Service
Volunteering and meaningful community service are integral 
to the GPS experience.  The Partnership in Community (PIC) 
program offers students an innovative avenue for seeking a 
public purpose through private education. PIC encourages 
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community service and promotes student leadership within 
local nonprofit agencies. Students hold committee and board 
roles with organizations including Habitat for Humanity, 
Chattanooga Community Kitchen, Mayor’s Youth Council, 
Chambliss Center for Children, Glenwood Tutoring, IRONMAN 
Chattanooga, and Chattanooga Women’s Leadership Institute.  

Faculty
Teachers at GPS are dedicated to meeting the needs of girls in 
three areas:

• Academic challenge plus support for every student

• A vibrant wellness and athletic program that grows 
girls' confidence in areas they do not necessarily see as 
strengths

• Service through vibrant partnerships with the community

 Highly trained faculty excel because they are reflective and 
committed to continual improvement.  The school examines 
two content area departments each year and asks teachers to 
assess them in nine areas.  They create a self-study for those 
departments and bring in educators from around the country 
to analyze their findings in terms of program and mission 
delivery.  They use this feedback to identify ways to change, 
enhance, and improve their programs to meet departmental 
purposes.  

The Community

Chattanooga, the fourth largest city in the state, is in 
Southeast Tennessee, near the border of Georgia and at the 
junction of four interstate highways. The city has received 
national recognition for the renaissance of its beautiful 
downtown and redevelopment of its riverfront. 

Attractions such as the Tennessee Aquarium, the Creative 
Discovery Museum for children, Lookout Mountain, Civil War 
battlefield sites, the African-American Museum, and the 
Appalachian Trail bring thousands of people to the area, as 
do events like the Riverbend Festival, Bessie Smith Strut, 
Fall Color Cruise, and the Southern Writers Conference. 

Chattanooga is one of the fastest growing metro areas 
in Tennessee, and its younger-than-average population 

ensures strong demographics for local schools in the years 
to come. The local economy includes a diversified mix of 
manufacturing and service industries, four colleges, and 
several preparatory schools known throughout the South, 
including Girls Preparatory School. 

Chattanooga is one of the most progressive and 
accommodating mid-size cities in the United States. In the 
past decade alone, the city has won three national awards 
for outstanding “livability” and nine Gunther Blue Ribbon 
Awards for excellence in housing and consolidated planning. 
It is the only city named twice by Outside Magazine as the 
best place to live for outdoor activities. 
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Application Process & Timeline

For most thorough consideration, candidates for the Assistant Head for Strategy and 
Enrollment position should submit applications to Southern Teachers (available at 
SouthernTeachers.com) along with a current resume and a cover letter explaining their 
interest in and qualifications for this leadership position.

Questions may be directed to Mr. Jamie Estes at Estes@SouthernTeachers.com or 434-
295-9122. Please do not contact the school.

Initial interviews with the consultant at Southern Teachers will be ongoing. 
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